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I
take
Responsibility







I use the 5Ls
I allow others to learn
I take turns and share
I accept that people learn in
different way
I walk in the classroom
I keep my belongings tidy
I ask permission to leave the
classroom
I take a partner when leaving the
classroom
I keep my hands and feet to
myself
I am on time everyday
I wear my uniform with pride
I have the correct equipment
ready for each lesson
I make the most of my learning
time
I ask for help if needed

I always:





use manners - ‘please’, ‘thank you’ and ‘excuse me’
initiate and respond to greetings
follow instructions
use, return and store equipment properly

Outside
















Inside

I respect my friends’ choices
during playtime
I keep our school clean
I allow others to use the toilet in
private
I play fairly by the rules
I care for others
I use a pass in card
I walk around corners of
buildings
I wear a sunsmart hat
I keep my shoes on outside




I use the toilets during my break
times
I report problems I cannot solve
to a yard duty teacher
I think before I act
I am responsible for my actions
even when I make mistakes
I am a role model on excursions



Digital





I move quietly all the time
I let people out before going
through doors
I take turns and share






I walk inside
I use my inside voice
I keep my belongings tidy
I keep to the left













I focus on the task at hand
and do the work that is
expected of me
I show I can be trusted
I keep shared spaces tidy
I wait for permission before
going anywhere






I share and take turns
I get permission before I post
things online
I only say things online that I
would say out loud in front of
my teacher and my class
I keep my personal information
private
I only use my own log on
I report anything that makes me
feel uncomfortable
I only communicate with people
I know and trust
I follow the rules in the ICT
agreement
I use technology for my learning
I report any issues to staff
I only look at things online that I
would be comfortable showing
the whole class and my teacher

